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This paper discusses a family of star-free languages, over a two letter alphabet, which 
generalizes both the locally testable languages and the (~-trivial languages. Characterizations 
are given in terms of congruences, monoids, and semiautomata. 
1. Motivation 
The regular languages (also known as rational anguages) over a finite alphabet 
are those sets which can be built up from finite and co finite subsets of ~* using 
Boolean operations, concatenation, and the star operator. Star-free languages 
(also known as aperiodic languages) are those regular languages which can be 
obtained without the use of the star operator. A family of star-free languages that 
has been studied extensively is the family of locally testable languages [3, 4, 7]. 
Locally testable languages can be defined by certain congruences of finite index. 
If w e ,S* then [wl denotes the length of w. For r I> 0, let the front of length r of w 
be 
w,(? 
Similarly, define the tail of length r of w to be 
wt = (thwe suffix of w of length r if[w[>---r, 
if Iwl<r. 
Also  let  
pref ix  o f  w of  length  r if I wl ~ r, 
i f  Iw l<r .  
w~,  = (y I w = uyv  and  lyl = ~ 
denote  the  set of all subsegments of length r of  w. Then,  fo r  r i> 1, de f ine  the  
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following congruence - ,  on Z +: 
I t w --, w '  if and only if wf,-1 = w f,-1, wt,_l = w t,_l, and win ,  = w 'm, .  
(1) 
For  any congruence  - ,  a -- l anguage is one  which can be expressed as a un ion 
of congruence classes of --. A language L is locally testable if and only if it is a 
--, language for some r I> 1. 
If in (1) we remove the condition win, = w 'm,  i.e. if we test only the fronts and 
tails for equality, we obtain the family of generalized efinite languages. Further, 
if only the tails (fronts) are tested, we obtain the family of definite (reverse 
definite) languages. The intersection of the family of definite languages with the 
family of reverse definite languages is the family of finite/cofinite languages. This 
is summar ized  in Fig. l (a).  
finite/cofinife 




Se~ / S  =e 
eSe =e 
I 




Mee=e eM e =e 
eMee=e 
-tr ivial 
.~-  trivial ~ - trivial 




generalized locally testable 
(d) 
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A semigroup (S, .) is a set S with an associative binary operation .. Frequently, 
we use S alone to denote (S, -) and f -  g is written fg. A monoid (M,., 1) is a 
semigroup which has an identity element 1. In particular, for any alphabet ,~, 
(~*,-,  1) is a monoid where • denotes concatenation, and 1 denotes the empty 
word. This is known as the free monoid over the alphabet ,~. 
For L_~2~* we define --r-, the syntactic congruence of L as follows. For 
x, y ~ ,~*, x ~L Y if and only if (uxv ~ L if and only if uyv ~ L for all u, v ~ 2~*). 
The quotient monoid, Mr.= 2~*/-------r., is called the syntactic monoid of L. Analog- 
ously, the syntactic semigroup of L is defined to be the quotient semigroup 
Mr. = Z÷/---r. L is regular (i.e. rational) if and only if --L is of finite index, i.e. if 
and only if Mr- is finite. 
The finite/cofmite, definite, reverse, definite, generalized efinite, and locally 
testable languages have natural characterizations in terms of their syntactic 
semigroups. More precisely, a language L_  2~ ÷ is in a particular family of Fig. 
1 (a) if and only if its syntactic semigroup S is finite and satisfies the corresponding 
property of Fig. l(b), for every idempotent e ~ S. 
The condition 'eSe = e for all idempotents e ~ S' can be generalized. However, 
it turns out to be more convenient to deal with monoids instead of semigroups. If
M is a monoid and f ~ M, define M~ to be the submonoid of M generated by 
{g I feMgM}.  Now the top four conditions of Fig. l(c) define some very well- 
known families of monoids, namely the J~-trivial, ~-trivial, and ~R-trivial monoids 
of classical semigroup theory, and the recently studied ~-trivial monoids 
[2, 4, 5, 6, 8]. We will call a language ~-trivial if and only if its syntactic monoid is 
j~-trivial, etc. See Fig. l(d) for the families of languages corresponding to Fig. 
1(c). 
The purpose of this paper is to study the family of subsets of ~*  whose 
syntactic monoids M satisfy the condition 'eM~e is idempotent and commutative 
for every idempotent e e M'. We call these generalized locally testable languages; 
they generalize both the locally testable languages and the ~-trivial anguages. 
The correspondences between the languages of Fig. l(a) and the semigroups of 
Fig. l(b), as well as the correspondences between the languages of Fig. l(d) and 
the monoids of Fig. 1(c), are examples of very general results concerning varieties. 
Below we briefly summarize these results for subsets of ~* and their syntactic 
monoids: similar esults hold for subsets of ~+ and their syntactic semigroups. See 
[4] for further details. 
A submonoid of a monoid (M, -, 1) is a subset N of M such that (N, -, 1) is a 
monoid. The direct product of two monoids (/VL -, 1M) and (N, o, 1N) is the monoid 
(MXN,  B, 1MxN where ( f ,g )R( f 'g ' )=( f . f ' ,gog ' )  and IMxN=(IM, IN). A 
morphism q~ from M to N is a mapping ¢¢ :M--> N such that (f-f')q~ = (f¢)off'~0) 
and 1MtP = 1N. We call ¢p surjective if Me = N; then N is said to be a morphic 
image of M. N divides M, written N < M, if and only if N is a morphic image of a 
submonoid of M. A variety of finite monoids is a class V of finite monoids that is 
closed under the operations of division and finite direct products; i.e. if M, M '~ V 
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then M x M 'e  V, and if M ~ V and N < M then N ~ V. The semidirect product of 
the varieties U and V is denoted by U*V [4, p. 129]. 
We turn to languages next. Observe that two languages over two distinct 
alphabets can have isomorphic syntactic monoids; therefore we consider all finite 
alphabets. A .-class Y = {~*Y} of languages consists of families ~*Y of regular 
subsets of ~* defined for each non-empty alphabet Z. A variety Y of languages i
a .-class Y ={,Y'Y} of languages that is closed under Boolean operations, 
quotients by letters, and inverse morphisms, i.e. that satisfies: 
L, L 'eX*Y  implies L NL',//, e X*7/'; 
L~J~*Y  and a ~.~ implies a- lL ,  La-X ~*~,  
where ot-XL = {x [ x ~ Z*,  ax ~ L}  and La  -1 = {x [ x E .Z,*, xa  ~ L}; and, 
if q~ :F*---~Z* is a monoid morphism, then Le~*Y  implies/_A0-1e F*Y. 
Eilenberg's variety theorem relates varieties of monoids and languages as 
follows. If Y is a variety of languages, let V be the monoid variety generated by 
the class {Mr_ [ L ~ X*Y for some ~} of syntactic monoids of languages in Y. We 
write Y => V if and only if V is so obtained from Y. Conversely, given any monoid 
variety V, we define N*Y = {L [ L ___ Z*, Mr_ ~ V} for each finite alphabet ,~, and 
let T" = {~;*T'}. Write V::~ T" if and only if Y is obtained from V in this way. One 
can verify that, if V is a monoid variety and V=>Y, then Y is a language variety. 
The variety theorem states that V~Y if and only if Y~V,  i.e. varieties of 
languages and monoids correspond. Some examples of instances of the variety 
theorem follow: 
(1) Let V be the variety of all (finite) monoids and let Y be the variety of all 
regular (i.e. rational) languages. Then V and Y correspond. One can interpret this 
result as a restatement of Kleene's theorem. 
(2) A monoid M is said to be aperiodic if and only if there exists an integer 
m~>0 such that fm =fm+a for all f~M.  Let V be the variety of all (finite) 
aperiodic monoids and let Y be the variety of star-free languages. The classic 
theorem of Schiitzenberger [4] states that V and ~" correspond. 
(3) Let V be the variety of all (finite) semigroups atisfying the condition: 'eSe 
is idempotent and commutative for each idempotent e~ S'. Let T" be the variety 
of all locally testable subsets of X+. Then V and Y correspond. [3, 4, 7]. 
In this paper, we are concerned with the monoid variety GLT which is defined 
by the condition: 'eM, e is idempotent and commutative for each idempotent 
e e M'. This is a generalization of the condition for locally testable semigroups. 
We would like to characterize the language variety cg~- defined by GLT~ c f~.  
Unfortunately, we do not succeed in the general case, but only for ~Z*(~.~J') 
where the cardinality of X is less than or equal to 2. 
In Section 2, we present two families of congruences and some of their 
properties. Additional information about them is obtained in Section 3 from a 
characterization of the automata they define. In Section 4, we relate the 
corresponding languages to the generalized locally testable languages. We return 
to the variety approach in Section 5. 
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2. The basic congruenees 
In this section we define two families of congruences that turn out to charac- 
terize generalized locally testable languages over a two letter alphabet ,Y. The 
cardinality of ,Y will be denoted by #2.  For  we,Y*, wt~ will denote the set of 
letters appearing in w. Note that wet = wmt .  
Any word w e ,~+ can be written as wxw2" • • wt where l >i 1, w~ = a?,, o~ e ,~, 
n~ >11 for 1 ~< i ~< l, and a~ ~ o~+~ for 1 ~< i ~< l -  1. This representat ion will be 
referred to as the run form of w. The  run length, [Iw[I, of w is the number of 
factors, l, in the run form of w. By convention, we define the run form of 1 to be 1 
and Illll = 0. 
Now let r>~l and suppose we~* has run form wl"  • • wl. The  front of run 
A 
length r of w, wf .  is defined by 
/ w if Ilwll ~ r, 
t w 1- - .  w, if Ilwll>r. 
Analogously, the tail of  run length r of w is: 
w/,-- {w if Ilwll~r, 
wt- ,+x"  " wl if Ilwll>r. 
By convention, w~0 = Wto = 1 for all w~,~* .  
If x l , . . . , xk~,Y ,*  and W=Xl ' ' ' xk ,  then (X l , . . . ,Xk )  is a run partition of w 
provided Ilxlll+""" +llxd = Ilwll. Equivalently, this says that x~tl ~ x~+lfl for 1 ~<i < 
k. If (x, y) is a run partit ion of w then x is said to be a run prefix of w and y is said 
to be a run suffix of w. Note that x is a run prefix of w if and only if x = wf, for 
some r ~ 0 and x is a run suffix of w if and only if x = wt, for some r ~ 0. 
Finally, we define 
way -- {y I Ilyll = r and w = uyv for some u, v ~ ~*} 
to be the set of  all subsegments of  run length r of w, where r >~0. Note that 
W~o = {1} for all w e $* .  It is clear that if x is a subsegment of w then xrh, _ wfft,. 
Another  consequence of this definition is the following result. 
Proposition I. xf Ilxll~r+l then (uxv)rh, = (ur)th, U (xv)rh, for all x, u, veX* .  
Count ing letters up to a threshold is an important concept in what follows. Its 
use is formalized in this definition. 
DeAni l ion 2. Let h~ 1 and suppose w. w' ~X*  have run goii~s wl " • • wz and 
w~- - .  w~., respectively. Then wOhw'  if and only if Ilwll=llw'll and, for i-- 
1, . . . ,  l, w ia=w[a  and either wi=w"  or Iw, I, Iw'l>~h. 
This is just another way of saying that Oh is the smallest congruence such that 
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a h Oh a h+l for all a ~.  Two sets S, S'~2~* are congruent with respect o Oh if 
for each w ~ S there exists a w'~ S' such that w Oh w' and vice versa. Note that 
w Oh+~ w' implies w Oh w' for all h 1> 1. 
~ n  3. Let h, r t> 1. Then w ~,.h w' ff and only if wf, Oh w'~,, w~ Oh w'~, and 
wrh, Oh w'r~. 
The following fact is easily verified. 
^ t W p l~rolmsilion 4. I f  w, w '~,~*  then w~,+a.hw implies w~, .hw ', and w~,.h+l 
implies w ~,.a w'. 
I f  Ilwll r then wf, = w = w~ If Ilwll = r and  Oh then IIw'll = r. Together, 
these two implications yield the next result. 
l~o l~ i t ion  $. Let w, w'  ~ ,~ * and r, h >I 1. I f  Ilwll ~ r and w ~,.h w', then w Oh w'. 
Conversely, w Oh w'  implies w ~,.h w'. 
Thus there is a very close relationship between Oh and ~,,h especially for words 
of short run length. 
q[Vaeorem 6. For r, h >I 1, the congruence ~,.h has finite index. 
Proof. Let  w ,w 'e ,~*  be such that w~, .hw '. We claim that aw~, .haw ' for all 
aE~* .  
I f  IlwU~<r or llw'[l~ < r then, since Oh is a congruence, the claim follows from 
Proposition 5. 
So suppose IIwll, llw'li> r+ 1. Let w = Wl ' ' 'w l  and w'= w~. . .  w[, be the run 
forms of w and w' respectively. We have wl"  "" w, = w~, Oh w'f,  = w~. . .  w" and 
WI-,+I " " " Wl= W~ Oh w ' t ,=  W['-,+I" " " Wf'. Clearly (aw)~=w~ Oh w ' t ,=(aw' ) t r  
If w la¢  {a} then (aw)~,=awl" 'w ,_ l  Oh aw~. . ,  w'_~=(aw')~,. Also, w~a ={a} 
implies w[a = {a} so that (aw)f,  = awl" "  w, Oh aw~ . . . w" = (aw')f,. 
Now let x ~ (aw)fft,. We will show that there exists an x '~ (aw')rfi~ such that 
x' Oh x. If x ~ wrfi~ then the result follows directly from the facts that wrh, Oh w'rh, 
and w'rh, ~ (aw')rh~. Hence we may assume that x¢ wrf~. First consider w~a ¢ {a}. 
If r = 1 then x = a ~ (aw')rt~. Otherwise x = awl .  • • W,_zU, where u is a nonempty 
prefix of w,-1. Because w,-x Oh w'_x, there must exist a nonempty prefix u' of 
w ' - i  such that u Oa u' and hence x' = aw~ • . .  w~_2u' ~ (aw')ifi, satisfies x' Oh x. It 
remains to consider w~a ={a}. In this case x= awl" 'w ,_~u,  where u is a 
nonempty prefix of w,. Since w, Oh w; there exists a prefix u' of w" such that 
u Ohu'.  Hence x '=aw[ . . ,  w'~_lU'~(aw')rf~ satisfies x 'Ohx .  Similarly, for all 
x' ~ (aw')rfi, there exists x ~ (aw)rh, such that x Oh x'. Thus (aw)r~ Oh (aw')rt~. 
The fact that wa "~',.h w 'a  follows by symmetry. Hence ~,.h is a congruence. 
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Finally, there are only a finite number of different Oh classes of segments of run 
length r and there are only a finite number of different Oh classes of fronts and 
tails, so that ~,,h has finite index. [] 
Two additional facts are straightforward consequences of the definition of ~.h 
and Proposition 5. 
Proposition 7. I f  a a~, and r, h>-l ,  then a h ~z~.h ah+~. 
xr+2 l~toposition S. I f  x~Y,*,  r,h>11, llxll>---2, and s=(l lxl l-1)r, then x'÷~ ~,h  . 
Consider x = al  • • • a~al where ax , . . . ,  a, are distinct letters in ~ and let h >12. 
Since a~x'a~ x~+2rhs+~ but alx 'a l  0h Y for all y ~ x'+Xrhs+l, it is not true that 
x "+2 Therefore Proposition 8 cannot be improved, except in special xr+l  "~"~ s+ 1,h 
cases .  
At this point it is convenient to introduce a second family of congruences. 
Definition 9. Let r, h 1> 1 and let ~,,a be the smallest congruence on ~*  satisfying 
(a) if u ~gh v then u ~,,h v, 
(b) if Ilxll ~ r + 1 and xu Oh vx then xu ~,,h xu2, and 
(c) if Ilxll >I r + 1 then xuxux ~,h xvxux. 
This definition was motivated by the following two lemmas. They are used to 
establish a relationship between these congruences and those of Definition 3. 
Lemma 10. Let x ,u ,v~Z* ,  r ,h>~l,  and Ux[[>~r+l. Then xuOhvx  implies 
XU ~'~r,h X1A2" 
Proof. Since I lx l l~r+l,(xu)f ,=x~,=(xu2)~,.  Because xu~)hvx we also have 
(xu)~ ~ga (vx)3, = x~,. Next notice that xu 2 ~gh vxu ~gh v2x which implies 
(xu2)i, ~)h (v2x)i, = xi~. Hence (xu)i~ Oh (xu2)~. From Proposition 5 and Definition 
3 it follows that (xu2)rh, ~gh (vxu)rh~ and (xu)r~ ~gh (vx)r~. Finally, by Proposition 
1, (vxu)ra, = (vx)~ t.J(xu)ra,. Thus (xu2)ra, Oh (xu)~. [] 
^ 
Lemma 11. Let x, u, v~* ,  r, h>~l, and Ilxll~>r+ 1. Then xuxvx -, .hxvxux. 
Proof. Clearly (xuxvx)[, = xf, = (xvxux)[, and (xuxvx)t, = xt, = (xvxux)~,. Also, by 
Proposition 1, (xuxvx)r~ = (xux)rh~ tA (xvx)rh~ = (xvxux)rh,, [] 
^ w'  imp l ies  w ^ ' Proposition 12. For all w, w' ~ ~* and r, h >~ l, w ~,,h -,,h w • 
lh~oL This follows from Proposition 5, Lemma 10, and Lemma 11. Any time we 
use one of the substitutions of Definition 9, we preserve the congruence ~,.h. [] 
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A (somewhat modified) converse of Proposition 12 also holds but the proof that 
we will present is considerably more involved. 
3. A structural decomposition of semiautomata 
In this section we prove that the family of congruences {~,.h I r, h >I 1} has the 
same generative power as the family {~,.h I r, h/> 1}, i.e. we will show that L is a 
~.h language for some r, h >I 1 if and only if L is a ~,,.h, language for some 
r', h'~> 1. This result is proved by considering the cascade connection of a certain 
semiautomaton (defined using ~, and Oh) with an idempotent and commutative 
semiautomaton. We relate this cascade semiautomaton to the semiautomata 
corresponding to ~r.h and ~,.h languages. It is convenient to phrase the proof in 
terms of congruences. 
A (finite) automaton is a 4-tuple (~, Q, q0, F), where 2~ is a finite, non-empty 
alphabet, Q is a finite, non-empty set of states, q0e Q is the initial state, and 
F_  Q is the set of final states. The letters of ~ are viewed as functions from Q 
into Q. Concatenation of letters corresponds to functional composition [4]. The 
language accepted by this automaton is {x I qoX ~ F}. 
An automaton is reduced if, for all distinct q, q '~ Q, there exists x e 2~* such 
that qx ~ F if and only if q'x¢ F. Thus if (~, Q, qo, F)  is a reduced automation 
accepting a -- language, then w- -w '  implies qoW = qoW'. 
An (initialized) semiautomaton is the triple (,S, Q, qo) and the languages which 
it accepts are those accepted by the automata (~, Q, q0, F)  for F___ Q. We say the 
semiautomaton is connected if, for each q e Q, there exists w e ~* such that 
qow=q. The semiautomaton (~, Q, qo) is covered by the semiautomaton 
(2~', P, P0) if there is a subset P'~_P containing Po and a surjective function 
: P' ---> Q such that Po~ = qo and pa~ = pd~a for all a ~ ~ and p ~ P'. If (~, Q, qo) is 
connected, then it is covered by (.~', P, Po) if and only if pow =pow' implies 
qow=qow' for all w, w '~* .  
Given a congruence N on .~*, a corresponding connected semiautomaton, 
known as the free-semiautomaton, is defined to be (~,{[w]_[ w~*}, [1 ]_ ) ,  
where [w]_a = [wa]_. Here [w]_ denotes the congruence class of -- containing w. 
Dellnilion 13. Define the following equivalence relation on ~*  for each r, h ~> 1. 
For w, w'E,~*, wA~.hw' if and only if 
(a) w Oh w', or 
(b) Ilwll r + 1, IIw'll >t r + 1, and w~Ohw"i,. 
Note that w A~.h w' always implies wt, Oh w'~- However the converse is false; 
e.g. let r = h = 2, w = ba, and w '= aba. One easily verifies that A~.h is a congru- 
ence relation of finite index on ~*. For the reader familiar with locally testable 
languages [3], we point out that the role played by free definite semiautomata in 
that theory is played by free X,.h semiautomata here. 
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It is convenient to represent the free hr.h semiautomaton by a directed graph 
G,.h defined as follows. The vertices of G,.h are the congruence classes [x],.h of 
A,.h. There is an edge from [x],.h to [Y],.h if and only if there exists a e ,F, such that 
xa hr.h Y; the edge is labelled by the pair ([x],.h, a). Clearly each edge in G,.h is 
uniquely identified by its label. Let F,.h = {([x],.h, a) I x e 2~*, a e ~} be the set of 
all the labels. This set of labels forms a new alphabet and paths in G,.h correspond 
to words in F,+h. However, not all such words correspond to paths. Let/-/,.h be the 
set of words corresponding to paths. 
Define a mapping %.h " 2~ + ---> H,.h ~-- Fr+h as follows: 
a~or, h = ([1]r,k, a)  for a ~ Z, 
(wa)%,h=(w%.,)([w],.h,a) for w~+,a~2L 
To decongest the notation w%.h will be denoted by W, for example, and letters in 
F~., will be denoted by A,/3,  C, etc. 
Each word in ~n corresponds to a unique path in Gr.h of length n starting at 
[1]r,h and vice versa. Thus the mapping %.h :-~+--->Hr.h is one-to-one and the 
image of ~+ under %.h is the subset of H,.h corresponding to paths beginning at 
[1It, h- 
Note that if W=([1],.a, al)"-([x~],.h, an) is a path in /-/,.h then W~0~.~= 
al • • • an. Whenever possible Wq~.~ will be denoted by w. For convenience, we let 
w=l  when W=I .  
Next we define the congruence -- on 2~* to be the smallest congruence 
satisfying 
x 2 -x  and xy- -yx  
for all x, y ~ .X*. The free -- semiautomaton will be called the free idempotent and 
commutative semiautomaton over ~. This is equivalent to a semiautomaton (2~, Q, 
qo) which is free except for the conditions qx =qx 2 and qxy = qyx for all 
q~ Q, x, y ~.X* [3]. One can verify [3] that this is also equivalent to the 
semiautomaton (2~, {Q I Q ~ .X}, 4)), where Qa = Q t9 {a} for all Q ~ .X. 
Finally, we define the cascade connection of the free A,,h semiautomaton ver 2~ 
with the free idempotent and commutative semiautomaton over F,.h. This 
semiautomaton will be called the cascade semiautomaton and is (,X, P,,h, Po), 
where P,.h ={([w],.h, Wcz) l we2~*}, p0=([1]r.h, 0), and ([w],.h, Wa)a=([wa],.h, 






W] r, h 
Xr, h 
Fig. 2. Cascade connection. 
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Suppose w has been previously applied to the cascade semiautomaton a d the 
present input letter is a. The front semiautomaton is in state [w],.h and will move 
to state [wa],,h. The  present input to the tail machine is the pair ([w],,h, a). The 
tail semiautomaton is in state Wa, where W = w¢,.h, and will move to the state 
Wa tO {([w],.h, a)}. Observe that in the cascade semiautomaton 
poW = poW' if and only if [w],,h = [w'],.a and Wa = W'a .  
We now prove that any language accepted by the cascade semiautomaton 
• ]&t (-~, P,h, P0) is a ~,+z,h+l language. It is sufficient to show that w ~,+2,h+~ 
implies [w],.a = [w'],.hand Wa = W' a. Firstly, w ~ ,+z,h+ l w implies [w],,h - [w ]~.h, 
by Definition 3, Proposit ion 5, and Definit ion 13. Secondly, we have the following 
result. 
Proposit ion 14. Let  w, w '  ~ Z + and r, h ~ 1. Then 
w ~,+2,h+x w'  implies Wa = W'a ,  
i.e. W and W'  traverse the same set o f  edges in G,.a. 
Proo| .  Suppose W= UA V, where U, V ~ l-~,.h and A ~ F,.h. 
If U= 1 then A =([1],.h, a), where a=wf l .  Since w/~,+20h+l w'[r+2, we have 
w'f l  = a and A ~ W'a .  
--1 So assume U~ 1. Then Ilull>0. (Remember u = Uq~,.h.) Let  the run form of u 
be u~. . .u~ where u~ = b ~ for some b~ and i>0.  We consider the cases b~a 
and b = a separately. 
(1) bT~a. I f  Iluall<~r+2 then ua is a prefix of Wfr+2. But ~r+2 Oh+l W'fr+2 SO 
there is a prefix u'a of w' such that u Oh u'. Thus u )~.h u' and A = ([u'],.h, a) 
Wrog. 
Otherwise Iluall> r+2 and u l - , ' "  " uza ~ wrfi,+2. Since wrfi,+20h+l w'rfi,+2, it 
follows that w'= x 'y '  az ' ,  where u~_, " . " uza Oh+x y' a and y'tx ~ a. Now [ly'li>r; 
therefore (x'y')~, = y't ,  Oh+l uz-,+l" • • uz = ut,. Hence u ~.a x 'y '  and A = 
([x'y']r,h, a)E W'a. 
(2) b = a. If V~ 1 let ] ~ 0 and z ~ Y,* be such that v = aJz and zfx ~k a. f f  V = 1 
let j = 0 and z = 1. Then w = Ul"" " ui_~a~aaiz. 
I f  Iluall r + 2 then ua is a prefix of w/~,+2. Since wfl,+2 0h+l w'/~,+2, there is a run 
partit ion (u', a k, z') of w'  such that ux" • • u l - la  i+l+j 6)a+1 u 'a  k. 
On the other hand, if Iluall>r+2 then u l - , - lUz - , ' ' "  ul- iai+l+~ewrh,+: Oh+l 
w'rfi~+ 2. Thus we can write w '= x 'u 'akz  ', where u~_,_~. . -ut_~a i+x+j Oh+x u'a k 
and u'tx 5k a. 
In both eases either /¢ = i + 1 + ] or k, i + 1 + j t> h + 1. H i < h let i' = i and if 
i>~h let i '=  h. Then a ~ ~gh a v and a k= aVaa r for some f~>0. Hence u a,,h u 'a  v 
and A = ([u'aV],.h, a) ~ W'a .  [] 
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We have now proved the following: 
Proposition 15. Any language accepted by the cascade connection of a free X,.h 
semiautomaton with a free idempotent and commutative semiautomaton is a 
^ 
~+2.h+~ language. 
W ! Using Proposition 14, we see that if w ~+2,h+~ then W and W' are 
coterminal paths in G~.h that contain the same set of edges. Therefore we can 
apply the following theorem on graphs. For further details see [4, p. 224]. 
Theorem 16. Let ~ be the smallest congruence relation on Hr, h satisfying 
XX~X and XY~YX 
for any two loops X and Y about the same vertex. Then for any two coterminal 
paths W and W', the conditions W~ W' and Wa = W'a  are equivalent. 
We now have the conclusion that for all w, w '~ 2~ ÷ 
^ w' implies W~W' .  W ~r+2,h+l  
We will complete the proof  of a converse of Proposition 12 with the aid of the 
next result. 
Proposi l ion 17. Let r I> 2, let h >I 1, and suppose W and W' are coterminal paths in 
• ^ W !"  G,h beginning at [1],,h. Then W-W'  implies w ~,-1.h
Proof.  It suffices to verify the claim in two cases. Here U and U'  are any two 
loops about the same vertex. Note that Ilull, Ilu'll I> 1. 
(1) W = YUZ and W'= yU2Z.  Since U is a loop, Y and YU are coterminal 
paths in Gr, h. Thus y ~,h yu. 
Consider Ilull--1. Then u = a ~, where a e2~ and i>0.  Now Ytr Oh (yu)/, implies 
ytl = (yu)tl  = a. Therefore y can be written as y = xa ~, where ] >0 and xtl ~ a. 
Since yu=za ia  ~ and y/, Oh (yu)~, we have aiOha ~+j. Hence w=yuz= 
• W 1" xaJuz Oh xai+'uz = yu2z = w'. By Definition 9(a), w ~,-x.h 
u Ilull~>2 then clearly IlYlI<IlyulI. Since Y JL, h yu, we must have IlYll~>r+ x and 
yt, Oh (yu)~. Let x=y~ and let y=ytx .  Then (xu)~r=(yu)t, Ohyt ,=x  and thus 
xuOhvx for some v e~* .  By Definition 9(b), xu-~_l,hXU 2. Therefore w = yuz = 
yxxuz ~,-~,h Yt xu2z = Y u2z = w' as required. 
(2) W = YUU'Z  and W'= YU '  UZ. In G,,h the paths Y, YU, YU ' ,  YUU'  and 
YU 'U  are all coteiminal;  therefore y ~.h yu ~,a yu' ~,h yuu' ~,h yu'u. 
U Ilull -- 1 then u = a ~, where a ~ ~ and i > 0. Applying the argument of (1) to 
both y and yu' gives us y Oh yu and yu' Oh yu'u. Thus w = 
yUU'ZOhyu'z~ghyu'uz=W'. By Definition 9(a), w~,_l ,hw'.  The case Ilu'll--1 is 
similar. 
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Finally consider Ilull, llu'll~2. As in (1), IlYll~r÷ 1, we let x=yt ,  and y---yax, 
and it follows that (xu)~, Oh x and xu Oh vx for some v e ~*. Then Definition 9(b) 
implies xu ~',-1.h xu2. By induction, we get xu'* Oh v"-Xxu and xu ~',-~.h xu" for 
all n>~l. 
Choose n so that Ilu"ll>llxll; this can always be done since Ilull> 2. Then 
u"t, = (xu")~, @h (v"-lxu)t, Oh x and u" Oh sx for some s e,~,*. By Definition 9(a) 
it follows that xu" ~',-~,h xsx. Therefore xu ~',-,.h xsx. Similarly xu' "~,-x,h xs'x for 
some s 'eZ* .  Then xuu' "~'r_I,hX, SXU t "~'r_I,hX, SXStX and xutu "~r_I,hXStXSX. By 
Definition 9(c), xsxs' x ~,-1.h xs' xsx. Hence w = yuu' z = y,xuu' z ~,-1.h 
y,(XSXS'X)Z -~,-,,h yl(XS'XSX)Z ~,--~.h y~XU'UZ = yU'UZ = W' [] 
W I Proposition 18. Let r~2,  h~>l, and w,w '~* .  Then w~,+2,h+l implies 
W "~'r-l,h wt" 
^ W n" Proof. If w = 1 or w '= 1, Proposition 5 implies w = w' and hence w ~,-1, h 
Otherwise, by Proposition 14, Woe = W'a in G,,h. Theorem 16 implies W-W' ,  
i.e. W can be obtained from W' by using only the transformations of the type 
X2-X  and XY-YX on loops in G,.h. From Proposition 17 we obtain 
W ~r--l,h wr  [ ]  
The results of this section can be summarized by the following theorem. 
"I'aeorem 19. Let L c_ ~*. The following are equivalent: 
(a) L is an ~,,h language for some r, h ~ 1. 
(b) L is an ~,,h language for some r, h >I 1. 
(c) The reduced automaton for L is covered by the cascade connection of a Fee 
)t,,h automaton, for some r, h>~l, with a free idempotent and commutative 
semiautomaton. 
Proof. By Proposition 12 and Proposition 18, we have the equivalence of (a) and 
(b). Using Proposition 15, we verify that if a semiautomaton is covered by the 
cascade semiautomaton, then any language accepted by that semiautomaton is a 
~,,h language. Thus (c) implies (a). 
Finally, we will show that (b) implies (c). More specifically we will show that the 
semiautomaton (~, Q, q0) of the reduced automaton of a ~,-1.h language is 
covered by the cascade connection (~, P, P0) of a free k~.h automaton with a free 
idempotent and commutative semiautomaton. Since (~, Q, q0) is connected, it 
suffices to verify that pow =p0w' implies qow=qow' for all w, w '~* .  If p0w= 
poW', then it follows from the construction of the cascade semiautomaton that W 
and W' are coterminal paths in G,.h with Woe = W'oe. By Theorem 16, we have 
W-W' .  Now Proposition 17 implies w-~,_l.hW'. Since (2~,Q, qo) is the 
semiautomaton of the reduced automaton of a &,-x.h language, we must have 
qoW = qoW'. Hence (Z, P, P0) covers (Z, Q, q0)- [] 
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4.  The  mono id  character i za t ion  
We are now in a position to relate the congruence characterizations with the 
monoid characterizations ment ioned in Section 1. Two preliminary results are 
needed first. 
Proposit ion 20. Let M be a finite monoid. I f  eM, e is idempotent for all idempotents 
e ~ M, then M is aperiodic. 
Proof.  Let ]: ~ M. Since M is finite, there exists m such that fm= ]:2,,. Note that 
e =fm is an idempotent and ]:e Me. Now fro+l= ]:2m+1 = e]:e ~ eM~e. Since eM~e is 
idempotent,  f ro+t= e]:e = (e]:e) 2= ]:2m+2 =]:m+2. Thus M is aperiodic. [ ]  
Lemma 21. Suppose xu Oh vx, u ~ 1, (x, u) is a run partition, and y is a run prefix 
0]: x. Then there exist a run partition (zl, y',  z2) of x and a run prefix u' of  u, such 
that y Oh y',  u Oh u' z2, and xu' Oh vz ly .  
Proof.  Let x = x l"  • • x, be the run form of x and let s = Ilyll so that y = xl • • • x~. 
Furthermore,  let k=max{ i [ah+l  x~+~0ay}, let y' • "" =Xk+t ' ' 'Xk+~,  let z t - -  
x l  " • • xk, and let z2 = xk+~+l " • • x,. Then (zl, y', z2) is a run partition of x, y Oh y', 
and z ty ' z2u  = xu Oh vx = vzty 'z2.  
If IIz211> llull then z2 has a run partit ion (z3, u') such that u Ohu'  and 
x Oh vz ly 'z3.  (It may be that z3 = 1.) Note that I[z2[l>l[z3[[, since u¢-1. Let 
]=llvzlll. Then x j+ l ' - "  x~+~ Oh y'  Oa y and ]=llvzlll=llvzly'z31l-Ily'll-IIz311= 
Uxl l - I ly ' l l - I I z311> Uxll- I ly' l l - I Iz211 = I l z ly ' z=l l - I l y ' l l - I I z=l l  = 11z111 = k. Th is  contradicts 
the definition of k. Therefore Ilz li<llull. 
It follows that u has a run partit ion (u', z~) such that z2 Oh z~. Then  u = 
u'z~ Oh u'z2. Also, since xu'z~ = xu Oh vx = vzty 'zz ,  the final relationship, 
xu' Oh vzly,  is true. [ ]  
At  this point,  it is necessary to restrict the size of the alphabet ~ to two. For 
convenience, _x is used to denote the congruence class of --c containing x. 
Theorem 2,2. Suppose #~ = 2. Let L ~ ~*  and let M be its syntactic monoid. I[ M 
is finite and eM~e is idempotent and commutative [or all e 2 = e ~ M, then L is a ~,.h 
language ]:or some r, h >~ 1. 
~oo| .  Suppose M is finite and eM~e is idempotent and commutative for all 
e 2 = e ~ M. By  Proposit ion 20, M is aperiodic. Thus there exists an h >~ 1 such that 
fh =fh+t  for all f~M.  
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Let  r = 2(#M)-1 .  We have  to show that  w "~,.hW' impl ies  _w = w' in M. I t  is 
suff ic ient o  ver i fy  that ,  for  all u, v, x E ,Y*, 
i f  U Oh V then  u=v.  
if [[xl[ I> r + 1 then  xuxvx  = xvxux  and  
if Hxl[ ~> r + 1 and  xu  @t, vx  then  xu  = xuu.  
For  all w e ~* ,  w e M and thus  w h = (w)  h = (w) h+l = w h+x. In  par t i cu lar  this 
impl ies  that  u = v for  all u @h v. 
Assume that  I[x[[ >~ r + 1 and  x = x~- - • x~ is the  run  fo rm of  x. Le t  x~ = 1 and  let 
X~ = X2i_lX2i for  1 ~ i ~<#M.  Then  the  #M+I  e lements  o f  M 
XoXI~ -~0-~1-~2~ • • • ~ -~-0-~1-~2 • Xt#M 
cannot  all be  dist inct.  Hence  there  exist  0 <~ i <]  ~< #M such  that  
f ! 
x$  = x 'o""  ' . .  • = (X 'o""  x3(x ,+ l "  " • x i ) .  
Let  y~=x~. - -x i , '  let y2=x~+~' . . -x j , '  and  let e=y2 h. If s=2]  then  let y3 =1;  
o therwise  let  ya = x2 i+ l " "x~.  Then e is an idempotent ,  (yl ,  Y2, Y3) is a run  
par t i t ion  of  x, and  yx = Y~Y2 = YIY2 h = Yle. 
Now z E My_ if and  on ly  if z e (yct )* .  S ince Ily211 >2 and  it fo l lows that  
= y2a = y~a. There fore  z ~ M~ for  all z e,Y*. 
In  part icu lar ,  y3uy~, y3vy~ ~ Me. S ince  eM~e is commutat ive ,  
xuxux  = (y ley3)u(y ley3)v(y ley3)  = Y l (ey3uy le ) (eYavy~e)Y3  
= ya(ey3vy~e) (ey3uy le )y3  = (yley3)v(yaey3)_u(yaey3)= xvxux .  
Final ly  suppose  xu  Oh vx .  If u = 1 then  xu  = xuu .  There fore  assume u # 1. Le t  
k = Ilull and let u = ux ' ' "  uk be the  run  fo rm of u. 
I f  k = 1 then  u = a ~ for  some a E~ and  i>0.  Now xx  • • • x~- ixsa  i = xu  Oh vx  = 
vx~.  • • Xs_xX~. Since llx ll = 1 and s ~ r + 1 = 2(#M)  > 1, it fo l lows that  x~ Oh x~a'  = 
x~u. Hence  x~u Oh X~UU and x___u_u = x t  • " • x~_~x~u = xx " • • xs -xx~uu = xuu .  
I t  remains  to cons ider  the  case k i> 2. If (x, u) is a run  par t i t ion  (i.e. xh  # u f l )  
then  by Lemma 21 there  exists a run  par t i t ion  (z~, y' ,  z2) o f  x and  a run  pref ix  u '  
o f  u such that  yx Oh y ' ,  u Oh u '  z2,  and xu '  Oh vzxy~.  Thus  
and  
X___.U.U ---- XU' Z 2 = vz iy l z  2 ----- ~)Z lY leZ  2 = xt t '  ez  2 = z lyaz212 '  ez2  = zxy lez2u '  ez2  
XUU = VXU ---- vxu '  ez  2 ---- xuu '  ez  2 = (zlylez2u' ez2)u' ez2. 
Because  z2u 'e  M~ and e /~e is idempotent ,  we have  ez2u 'ez2u 'e  = ez2u 'e .  Thus  
XU ---~ XUU. 
Otherwise  xq  = ujfl. Le t  z = Xl • • • x, -x and  let w = X~Ux - - - uk-1. C lear ly  Yl is a 
run  pref ix  o f  z. S ince k, s > 1, uk = (xu) t l  and  x~ = (vx) ' i l .  Then xu  ~)h vx  impl ies  
zw = xux  . . . Uk - I  @h VXl  " " " X~-I = VZ and  Uk eh  X,. A l so  not ice  that  [Iw[l>~2. (This 
is because  e i ther  k >2 or  k = 2 and  x ,a  = uka# u la . )  The  argument  in the  
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previous paragraph is now applicable with z and w replacing x and u, respec- 
tively. Therefore 
zw = zww and XM : ZWU k -~- ZW1/ i~U k :XU 1 " " " Uk_  1X  s U 1 " " " Uk_ lU  k 
=XM 1 " " " Uk - -  1 U k t /1  " " " Uk_  lu  k -- - - -XUU. [ ]  
The converse is also true and holds for arbitrary alphabets Z. 
Theorem 23. Let  L ~_ Z*  and let M be its syntactic monoid. I f  L is a ~'r,a language 
for some r, h >1 1 then M is finite and eM~e is indempotent and commutat ive for all 
e2=e~M.  
Proof.  Suppose L is a ~,.h language. From Theorem 6 and Proposition 18 it 
follows that ~,,h is a congruence of finite index. Hence the syntactic monoid M is 
finite. 
Let  e be an idempotent  e lement of M and le t / ,  g ~ Me. Since M is a syntactic 
monoid, there exist w e ~*  and u, v ~ (wtx)* such that e = w, f = u, and g = v. 
u Ilwll--0 then w=u=v=l  and e=f=g=l  so that efe=(e fe )2 -and  
(efe)(ege) = (ege)(efe). 
If Ilwll = 1 then w = a i, u = a i, and v = a k for some a e,~, i I> 1 and 1, k i>0. Let  
x = w h so that x = (w_) h = e h = e. It follows that xux = a 2hi+i Oh  a 4h i+2 i= (xux)  2 
which implies xux ~,.h (xux) 2. Thus ere = (ere) 2. Also note that xuxxvx  = xvxxux  
and hence (efe)(ege) = (ege)(efe). 
Finally, suppose Ilwll> 1. Let  x = w" so that x = (wY = e r = e and 
Ilxll>r. Since x(ux)=(xu)x ,  it follows from Definition 9 that xux-~,hxuxux .  
Also xuxvx  -%.hxvxux. Thus ere = xux = xuxux = efefe = (efe)(efe) and 
(efe)(ege) = efege = xuxvx  = xvxux  = egefe = (ege)(efe). [] 
5. Concluding remarks 
It is instructive to re-examine our results in the light of variety theory. As we 
have stated in Section 1, our long-range goal was to characterize the language 
variety ~d.feff corresponding to the monoid variety GLT. 
The congruence family {~r,h [r,h>~l} defines a family Z 'T"  of lan- 
guages, where L e,~*7/" if and only if L___~* and L is a union of 
congruence classes of ~r.h- Unfortunately,  the class {,~*~} is not a lan- 
guage variety. In fact, the languages L ={aa} and I J={b,  c)*a{b, c}*a{b, c}* 
have isomorphic syntactic monoids, but L is ~ 1.1 language 
whereas L '  is not a ~, , ,  language for any r, h. To show this one 
can verify that u = (bc) 'a (bcy  ~,,h (bc) 'a (bcya(bc)  ~ = v for all r, h >~ 1. However,  
u¢L '  and v eL ' .  Therefore our results will not hold in general. 
The following observation appears to be of value to the general problem. 
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It can be shown [1] that if #~<2 and L~X* ,  then L is ~-tr ivial  if and 
only if L is a )t,,h language for some r, h1>l.  Let L be the 
variety of .~-trivial monoids, and J1 be the variety of idempotent and 
commutative monoids. Finally, let W=J I *L .  We conjecture that GET= 
Ix*L  This would be a nice analogy to the result that holds for the variety LT of 
locally testable semigroups, for, if D is the variety of definite semigroups, we 
know that LT = 11" D. 
Consider the evidence we have to support he conjecture. Firstly, our results in 
this paper show that, for #2~---<2, 
,~*lW" = X*~3Le~, 
where ~1c is defined by 11*L=W::>]¢'. Secondly, we can show that Z*~ 
~*(g.SeEY for any ~, i.e. that 
/e" _ ~3~r. 
We now sketch the proof but leave the details to the reader. 
For n I>0, w, w'e,~*, define w, -w '  if and only if w and w' have the same 
subwords of length less than or equal to n. This is Simon's congruence for 
piecewise testable languages, corresponding to ~-trivial monoids [8]. Also define 
w,~--~eW' if and only if for each suff~ x of w there exists a suff~ x' of w' such that 
x , - -x '  and vice versa. This congruence corresponds to Ae-trivial anguages [2, 5]. 
The family of languages defined by {A~.h I r, h t> 1} is contained in the family of 
.T-trivial languages, for one can verify that w,~-~e w' implies w A~, w' for all 
w, w'e2~*. However, the containment is proper for #~i>3.  
Now consider the cascade connection (£, P,, P0) of the free ~ ~ze semiautomaton 
with the free idempotent and commutative semiautomaton, where P ,= 
{([w],-~e, Wa) ] w e X*}. Let x e X* be such that px" = px  2n  for all p e P,, i.e. x" 
corresponds to an idempotent in the monoid M of transformations of (Y,, Pn, P0)- 
Let y e X* be such that ya_  x~. One can verfy that 
p (x"yx" ) = p (x "yx "yx ") 
and 
p(x"yx"zx") = p(x"zx"yx") 
for all p e P,. This show that M satisfies the GLT condition 'eM, e is idempotent 
and commutative for each idempotent e e M'.  In effect, we have shown that 
J~*L~ GLT. 
We were not able to settle the question of whether GLT c_ I t*  L. One approach 
would be to find an appropriate generalization of the congruence ~r.h. This 
congruence can be viewed as a 'testing' congruence in the sense that, given w and 
w', it is easy to determine whether w ~,.h w' by testing ~, ~, and tit,. On the other 
hand, the congruence ~,.h is a 'substitution' congruence in the sense that any 
word can be obtained from a congruent word by a series of suitable substitutions. 
However, it is not at all clear how to test whether w ~,,h w', for given w, w' eX*. 
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In the case #~>2 no testing congruence is known for qd~8". However, we have 
succeeded in generalizing ~,,h to obtain a substitution congruence that corres- 
ponds to GEl'. 
As a final remark, we point out that run length is a generalization of length. It is 
a suitable generalization for #,S ~<2, but not otherwise. This problem of generaliz- 
ing length appears to be of fundamental importance not only in finding a testing 
congruence as mentioned above, but also in the general study of star-free 
languages. 
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